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Abstract
Millimeter-sized plagioclasephenocrysts were explosively erupted in high-alumina
basaftic ash from Fuego volcano, Guatemalaon October 14, 1974.The crystals have
unzoned,patchy-zonedand oscillatory-zonedparts. Unzoned,inclusion-poorcores,up to
2 mm thick have round edgesand compositionsbetweenAneTand An6s.Patchy-zoned
cores and regionsare rich in inclusionsof glassand gas, about 50 pm thick and Anesto
Aq3. Oscillatory-zonedregions surround the cores and occur between patchy-zoned
regions;compositionsare Ane6to Ans3exceptfor thin rims (Anzsto Anzo).
Patchy-zoned,inclusion-rich regions probably crystallized in gas-saturatedenvironments during episodesof relatively large supersaturationbecause:(l) such regions are
either cores (homogeneousnucleation?)or have flat inner terminationssuggestiveof a
constructive rather than resorptive origin, (2) most such regions are relatively sodic
(relatively large concentrationgradientsin the nearby melt?), (3) such regionsterminate
outwardwith irregular,convoluteoscillatoryzonessuggestiveof morphologicalinstability,
and (4) suchregionsare rich in inclusionsof gasmany of which are largeand flat againstthe
inner boundary suggestingonset of patchy-zonedgrowth together with effervescent
decompression.Crystallizationwith effervescence
is supportedby decreasingCl/KzO with
increasingK2O for inclusionsof glass.Patchy-zonedregionsalternatingwith oscillatoryzonedregionssuggestepisodesof accelerateddecompression.
Oscillatoryzonesare 0.5 to 8 pm thick; averageinternalcompositionalvariationis about
l% An, with the most calcic portion beingearliest.Although individualzonesare thinnest
growth on
on {010},many thin zoneson someforms correspondto non-oscillatory-zoned
{010} and other slow-growingforms, not cessationof growth. Consequently,zones are
generallythinnestand most numerouson the fastestgrowingforms:{001},{201},{l l0}, and
{110}. Discontinuous zones suggestdominant sideways rather than radial growth for
individual zones. Thickeningof zones on irrational or curved surfacesand in reentrants
suggestdominant surface-attachment
control of growth rate. Most of the zonescorrelate
between opposite faces of the same crystal form on individual crystals. Some zones
correlatebetweendifferentcrystals.The numberofzones from the outsideofthe crystals
to patchy-zonedregions or other disturbancescluster around 25 and 50. The various
textural and compositionalfeaturesof the zonesare consistentwith modulationof growth
by hypotheticalpulses of upward motion of a gas-saturatedmagmawhich shearedthe
boundarylayer of melt near the growingcrystals,therebyrenewingthe level of supersaturation at the crystal face. Tidal triggeringof the motion seemslikely. The oscillatoryzones
on the fast growing faces of the Fuego plagioclasesprobably are twice daily "ticks" of a
volcanological
"clock".
Probablythe Fuego magmabody inheritedinitial unzonedcrystals(cores).Subsequent
growth probably accompaniedascentand was alternatelypatchy or oscillatory,possibly
associatedwith various distancesfrom the walls of the body: a crystal temporarilynear a
wall might ascendrelatively slowly, experienceonly moderatedecompressionand supersaturation,and consequentlygrow only oscillatoryzones;a crystal near the centerofthe
body might ascendrapidly, experiencegreater decompressionand supersaturation,and
consequentlygrow some patchy-zoned regions. Explosive eruption could coextrude
crystalsfrom the variousenvironments.
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Introduction
It would be petrologically useful to know when and
how fast crystals grow becausesuch knowledge could
lead to an increased understanding about the eruptive
behaviorof volcanoesand their connections,if any, with
plutons.
The estimationof time and rate in igneousprocessesis
more difficult than the estimation of temperature and
pressure.Even in lava flows, dikes, and sills where heat
flow theory is useful, a generallyunknowableamount of
crystallization took place before the magma stopped
moving. Volumetric and linear rates of migration of
magmaare plausibly estimatedfrom surfacedeformation,
rates of extrusion of magma or gas, heights of lava
fountains,migrationof seismicity,and the dimensionsof
vents and dikes. Probably crystallizationcommonly accompaniesmovementbecauseof coolingalong walls and
efervescenceof gas rich in H2O with decompression.
Consequently,it is reasonableto associatetextural records of crystal growth with magma movement as was
done by Ewart (1963)for zoned phenocrystsof plagioclasein dated eruptionsof ignimbrite.The presentstudy
also associateszoneson phenocrystsof plagioclasewith
likely times of movementof magma.
The origin of zoningin plagioclase,particularlyoscillatory zoning,is uncertainand controversial(seereview by
Smith, 1974,and recent contributions by Sibley et al.,
1976;Haaseet al., 1980;Allegre et al., l98l; Loomis,
l98l; and Lasaga,1981,1982).The ideasmay be divided
into dynamicaland static categories,accordingto whether the idea implicatesmotion of the plagioclasecrystal,
either absolutely or relative to the surrounding melt.
Static models(Harloff, 1927;HLlls,l936;Bottinga et al.,
1966;Sibley etal.,1976; Haaseet al., 1980,and Allegreet
al., l98l) are proposed only for continuous oscillatory
zoning without major abrupt jumps and resorption.Dynamical models are proposedfor most kinds of zoning
including continuous oscillatory zoning. A dynamical
mechanismis inferred in this work.
Table l. Proportionsof various plagioclasecrystals handpickedfrom ash,Fuego1974(VF74-53)
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In this paper there are two related parts: First, I
describe certain textural and compositional features of
zones in plagioclasephenocrystsfrom Fuego volcano,
Guatemala.Second,I use the featqresto correlatezones
and arrive at a working hypothesis for the origin and
significanceof oscillatoryzones.
Selection and preparation of crystals
Euhedralplagioclasephenocrystsare abundantin airwinnowed basalticash (sampleVF74-53of W. I. Rose)
which fell on October 14, 1974,about 7 km from Fuego's
summitvent (Roseet al., 1978).Most particlesin the ash
have diameters between 0.3 and 3 mm. Most of the
plagioclasephenocrystsare individual, euhedralto subhedralplaty rhombsand sub-equantprisms.Partly glassy
to devitrifiedgroundmasscoats most of the phenocrysts
(Table 1). Accidentalparticlesfrom the vent walls probably compriseless than about 20 wt.%oof the ash because
the eruptivejet was intenseand incandescentin daylight
(Rose, pers. comm., 1982).Some broken fragmentsof
plagioclase with partial coatings of dense, devitrified
matrix may be accidential, but the euhedral crystals
coatedwith partly glassyto devitrifiedgroundmassprobably were free-swimmingcrystals immersed in magma
beforeeruption.
Of 133 euhedralphenocrystsof plagioclasemounted
and sectioned, 2l were optimally oriented for seeing
zoneswith thicknessesdown to about0.5 pm and internal
compositionalamplitudeas smallas about lVo An(Anderson, 1983). This study is primarily based on the 2l
optimally oriented crystals. They include both platy
rhombs and subequantprisms, but the platy rhombs are
becauseof an inadvertentorientation
underrepresented
bias.
Definition of zone
For the purposesof this report a zoneis a repeatunit of
microscopiccrystalthickness.Like a waveformits beginning is arbitrary. The Nomarski interference contrast
views ofetched polishedsectionsrevealpairsoflight and
dark bands corresponding to the alternating ridges and
valleys produced by differentialetching of the polished
surface.Each zone thus consistsof two parts: an etchresistant (sodic) part and a less etch-resistant(calcic)
part. The averagecompositionof successivezones may
be identical.
Zoning textures of the plagioclases
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Three varieties of zoning are present: (l) no zoning
(Ans6-sr);(2) patchy-zoning(Ane2-62);
(3) oscillatory zoning (Ane2-s3and about Anzs-zo).There may be some
continuous compositionalvariation within unzoned regions.Someunzonedregionscontaininclusionsof olivine
or glass and in one case hornblende.Patchy-zonedregions are rich in inclusions of gas and glass. Some
oscillatory-zonedregions contain a few inclusions of
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olivine and/or glass. Although unzoned regions are restrictedto coresofcrystals, the patchy-zonedand oscillatory-zonedregionsoccur in various sequencesfrom core
to rim. The thicknessesof rims of oscillatoryand patchyzoned regions in large, centimeter-sizedphenocrysts
from an unsorted ash flow are similar to the dimensionsof
such rims and regions in the smaller, millimeter-sized
crystalsfrom the sampleof winnowed ash. Two or more
sub-regionswith differentaveragecompositionscomprise
many oscillatoryzonedregions.Faint, thin, and relatively sodic (Anzs-zo)
oscillatory zones characterizethe microphenocrystsand the outermostfew tens of micronsof
the phenocrysts.
There is a correlationbetweencrystal shapeand internal texture (Table 2), suggestingtwo separatemodesof
crystal growth.
Features of oscillatory zones
Zone continuity
Some zones are discontinuous(Figs. l-3). Most discontinuous zones have prominent bright bands. Some
discontinuouszones end in a step perpendicularto the
face. It is common for discontinuouszoneswith particularly bright bands to be absenton or near crystal edges
(Fig. 2). Other discontinuouszones with bright bands
haveirregularinterruptions(Fig. 3). A few discontinuous
zonesare succeededoutward by patchy-zonedregions.
Some zones are truncated near crystal edges. Some
truncationsare smooth, round edges(Fig. 2) and along
smooth, round reentrants. Irregular interruptions are
repetitious on rare plagioclasecrystals which are enclosed by glass free of crystallites and devitrification
products.
Zone discontinuity commonly occurs at the edge between adjoiningfaces where a zone on one face is not

Fig. l. Discontinuouszones on plagioclasephenocryst2-1.
The outer margin of the crystal is along the right margin of the
photograph.Bright bandsend at (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). At (c)
two bright bandsend. Bright bandsat (d) and (e) project out over
underlying dull bands and probably are skeletal protrusions.
This and all following photographicalillustrations are reflected
light, Nomarski interferencecontrastviews of etched,polished
thin sections.Seetext and Anderson(1983)for details.The scale
divisions are l0 pm apart in all cases.The attitudesof some
zones and crystallographicalaxes are shown with conventional
strike, dip, and plungesymbolsreferencedto the planeofpolish
Table2. Shapeandpatterns
phenocrysts as horizontal. Compositions [l00 Cal(Ca + Na) atomic]
ofzoningofsectioned
of plagioclase:
Fuego1974(VF74-53)
determinedby microprobe analysis are indicated by numbers in
white circlesat the position of the analysis.
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Fig. 2. Truncated, irregular and discontinuous zones on
plagioclasephenocryst4-lA. At (C) 5 inward lying zones are
truncated and overlain by irregular zones which are thickest
where curvy (irrational). Along the dark band (B) numerous
zonesare truncated on the grain edge. Near (A) severalbrightly
bandedzones are discontinuouson {001}.Zones are generally
thicker toward the grain interior at the bottom of the photograph.
Fig. 3. Curvy zonesand an irregular zone on crystal 2-9. The
rim ofthe crystalis alongthe right marginofthe photograph.The
irregularly spacedreentrants into zone (A) are confined to that
zone. Zone (C) and some outward lying neighboring zones
thickentowardthe top of the photograph.About 8 zonesnear(B)
are curvy. The outermost zones are truncated at the outer sodic
nm.
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evident on the adjoining face. Consideration of this
importantphenomenonis taken up below under the topic
of zone thickness.
Zone flatness
Most zonesare flat (no curvatureapparentto the eye in
interferencecontrastviews),but many are curvy, particularly on the {110}and {l I l} forms. Zonesin patchy-zoned
regions are curvy as are many zones filling reentrants.
Curvy zonesmakeup uncommonprotrusionsparticularly
on {010}.Rare curvy zonesare wavy (Fig. 3).
Zone thickness
There are two ways to considerzone thickness.First,
the thickness of an individual zone may vary as it is
traced along one face, around an edge, and into the
adjoiningface. Second, the averagethicknessof zones
may vary from one face to another and from the interior
of the crystal toward its rim. There is no necessary
connectionbetweenthe two becausenot all zonescorrelate from face-to-face.
Individualzonesvary in thicknesson a singleface. On
a particular face, an individual zone may show edge
thickening,reentrantthinning, and reentrantthickening.
Edge thickening and reentrant thinning are mostly restricted to the outer sodic rims on the phenocrysts.An
example of edge thickening within the interior of a
phenocrystcan be seenfor someofthe more contrasting
Fig. 4. Groupsof bright (W, X, Y, Z) and dull zoneson (110). zones in Figure 4 by holding the figure nearly parallel to
Between(W) and (X), (X) and (Y), and (Y) and (Z),25 to 30
the line of sight and by sightingalong the zones.It is not
individualzonesmay be counted.Fewer zonescan be counted
possible to be certain, however, that the thickenings
on other faces. Groups (X) and (Y) contain some zoneswhich
apparentin Figure4 are thickeningsofindividual zonesor
appearto thicken toward the crystal edge as can be seen by
slightly curvy zones overlying discontinuouszones prepicture.
sighting subparallelto the surface of the
sent only near the edge.Thickeningof zoneson a single
face is mostly associatedwith underlyingirrational surfaces(Fig. 2).
Individual zones vary in thickness from one face to
another(Fig. 5). Relativethicknessesofindividual zones
vary by less than a factor of about three from form-toform. Zones on {010} have the same or smaller thicknessesas their continuationshave on other facesincluding the typicallycurvy faces{ll0} and {111}.
Terminationof a zoneat a crystal edgemay occur even
though growth continues on both faces meeting at the
edge.Figure5 revealsseveralzoneswhich are presenton
(2ot) Uut absenton (TTt). The ends of severalzones
betweena and b on Figure 5 definea line which makesan
angle(ofabout l5') with the traceofthe (lll) zones.This
anglerevealsthat growth on (TTl) accompaniedgrowth of
the zoneson (Z0l). However, the growth on (lll) was
unzoned,or imperceptablyzoned. Evidently non-oscillatory-zonedgrowth occursrelativelyslowly on somefaces
Fig. 5. Oscillatory zones (near e and between a and b) on
concomitantly with oscillatory-zonedgrowth on other
(201)continueas singlezoneson 1l I l;. Becausethe edgesof the
faces.
zoneson (201)extendbeyondthe trace of the zoneson (l 1l), it
The above observation is important because some
may be concludedthat unzonedgrowth on (lll) accompanied
zonedgrowth on (201).Seetext for further discussion.
ideasfor the origin of oscillatory zoning postulatestop-
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Fig. 6. Frequencydistributionof zone thicknesses.
The
thicknesses
shownarefor theouter32consecutive
zonesof{021}
ofcrystal50-l-l (seeFig.4).Thezonesdipat a shallowangleof
44' facilitatingaccuratemeasurement
of individualthicknesses.
Theaveragethicknessof theouter I 3 zonesis I .4 pm andof the
inner19zonesis 2.25p.mif two thickzonesareincludedor 1.9
pm ifthe two thickzonesareexcluded.

40
pageof growth to accountfor missingzones(Bottingaet
aI.,1966;Sibley et al.,1976).The abovefacts revealthar
there is no necessaryconnectionbetweenthe absenceof
zones and stoppageof growth. Close scrutiny suggests
that in regionsof missingzones,growth occurs but at a
slow rate.
Successivezoneson individualfaces vary in thickness
by afactor ofabout 10,but the thicknessesofmost zones
on a particular face vary by less than a factor of 3 (Fig. 6).
The averagethicknessesof zones vary with crystal form
(Fig. 7) in a different way than predicted from variations
of equivalent zones on diferent forms. For example
zoneson {010}are thicker on the averagethan zoneson
other forms (Fig. 7). However, equivalentzones traced
from {010}to other forms are thinneston {010}.Somethin
zoneson other forms are not evidenton {010},wherethey
appearto be representedby unzonedgrowth. Thus, the
thicker, fast growing forms have more zones which grew
faster than zoneson thin forms such as {010}.
Zones generally decreasein thickness toward the outer
margins of individual grains (Figs. 7 and 8), but the
decreasesroughly correspond to constant volume per
zone (Fig. 8). There are some reversals to the general
trend on most ofthe largegrains.The averagethicknesses
of zones in the outer 60 ;r.m of the 21 crystals are
independentof grain size dnd range from about 2 g,m to
0.7 Wr with one exceptionat about 3 pm per zone.
Average zone thickness is independentof average
composition. Thick zones tend to lie toward the inside of
exceptionallybright (sodic) bands.However, I have not
been able to adequately resolve the compositional variation within zones;consequently,the presentdata are not
sumcientto demonstratea relationbetweencompositional structurewithin zonesand their relative thicknesses.

t20

r60

D i s t o n cpen
Fig. 7. The relation between zone number and perpendicular
distance from the rim for various crystal forms on crystal 2-9.
Dashed lines connect the positions of correlated marker bands
on the various forms. The numbers at the ends of the lines
indicate the distance divided by zone number for the final point
on the lines, and equal the mean width of zones. The ordinate
records the accumulatednumber of zones inward from the rim
(0).
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Fig. 8. Relation between zone volume and distance.Distance
(r) is dip corrected from the central axis of the crystal. The value
of r at the "center" of the crystal is taken as zero. The center of
volume of the crystal cannot be determined for sectioned
crystals.The cubeof the distanceis plotted.The crystalnumbers
are given together with the mean zone width (in parentheses).
Measurementswere on the {20U form. Note that the inversesof
the slopesof lines on the graph have units of volume per zone.
The dashed lines indicate how zone number would relate to
distance if the zones had uniform thickness equal to the mean
thickness. Approximate linearity of the curves indicates that
zones are approximately equal volumetric increments on
individual crystals. Curves for larger crystals have gentler slopes
(greater volumes per zone).
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9). Most patchy-zonedregionshave a flat contactnext to
the interior of the crystal (Fig. 9). The largestinclusions
ofgas are preferentiallylocatedadjacentto the inner, flat
contact (Fig. 9). About one-third of the patchy-zoned
regionsare associatedwith discontinuouszones.Typically one or more discontinuouszones lie inward of or
adjacentto a patchy-zonedregion (Fig. 10). The outerparts of patchy-zonedregionshave protrudingedgesand
are cappedby irregular,curvy zones(Fig. l0).
Correlations of oscillatory zones in the
same crystal
Most oscillatory zones on oppositefaces of the {110}
ana
{2Ot}forms correlate,but some do not (Figs. ll and
Fig. 9. Patchy-zonedregionson crystal 3-8. A slightlyzoned
core (C) is rimmed by successiveoscillatoryzonedand patchy- 12).The featureswhich correlatebetweenoppositefaces
zoned (PZ) regions. Groundmass(GM) is attached to the rim of
are: (l) the relative brightness (probably relative Na
the crystal. Two inclusionsof gas appearas black circlesabout enrichment) of bands; (2) the relative thicknessesof
30 pm in diameterand are next to the inner boundary of the outer
zones; (3) groups of dully or brightly banded zones; (4)
patchy-zoned
region.The inner boundariesofboth patchy-zoned irregularor incompletezones.
regions are flat, but the outer boundaries are curvy on some
The (201)and (Tl0) faces sharea common edgeas do
forms.
(20T)and (lf-O) at the opposite end of the crystal. The
ends of the crystals are up to about 0.7 mm apart and
separatedfrom each other by extensive faces (mostly
Featuresof patchy-zonedregions
and {001}).Growth on {l0l} appearscomparableto
Most of the crystalsof plagioclase
in the ash sample {010}
that on {2Ot} and {Tl0}; consequentlyit is possiblefor a
haveone or more patchy-zoned
regions.Suchregions zone which might initiate on (2Ot) to run around the
haveirregularzonesandinclusions
of glassandgas(Fig. crysral via (TI0) and (001) to (TTl), (20T) and (ll0).
Alternatively the correlatedzoneson oppositeends of a
crystal reflect independentgrowth under environmental
conditionswhich were similar up to 0.7 mm distant' The
correlations of incomplete zones suggest the second
alternative becausetheir incompletenessmakes lateral
propagationaround edgesquestionable.
Correlations of patchy-zoned regions
in the same crystal
Patchy-zonedregions vary in characterfrom face-tofaceand form-to-form.Oneface may havea thick patchyzoned region and the opposite face of the sameform may
have only a thin irregular zone. However, most patchy
zoned regionscan be traced around at least half of the
perimeterof a sectionthroughan individualcrystal. Most
crystals have fewer than three patchy-zonedregions:
consequently,patchy-zonedregionsmay facilitatecorrelations betweengrains.
Correlations between crystals

Fig. 10. A patchy-zonedregion (PZ) on {ll0} continuesinto
an irregular zone (lZ) on {010}. The inner limit of the patchyzonedregionis flat, whereasthe outer limit is overlainby curvy
oscillatoryzones.Three discontinuouszoneslie inwardfrom the
patchy-zonedregion.

Somerepresentativecorrelationsbetweencrystalsare
shown in Figures 13 and 14. On twelve crystalspatchyzonedregionsoccur near zone numbers25 and/or 50.
In terms of total numbersof zonesthe grainsfall into
two groups(Fig. l5): most crystalshavefewer than about
100zones,but somelargercrystalshave 140to 200zones.
About a third of the crystals have 40 to 60 zones with
patchy-zonedcores or regions.Most large crystals have
unzonedcalcic cores (mostly greaterthan about Ane2).
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Groups of dully and brightly bandedoscillatory zones
correlatebetween grains and are respectivelyrelatively
calcic and sodic.The patchy-zonedregionsare relatively
sodicbut overlapthe compositionsof the brightly banded
regions. Thus the averagecomposition of various segmentsmay be of somecorrelativevalue, but the detailsof
the compositionalstructure are too fine to be resolved
with the microprobe.
A smallerproportion ofzones correlatesbetweencrystals than correlatesbetweenoppositeor similarfaceson a
singlecrystal. For somegroupsofcrystals about one out
of five zonesis sufficientlysimilarin thickness,brightness
and morphology to justify correlation between the crystals. Such correlationsare subjective,but comparableto
correlationsof equivalent zones on individual crystals.
No individualzoneson differentcrystalsappearidentical,
and it is likely that lack of identity is real and not an
artifact of various angular relationships, etching and so
on.

2*9a

,2-,9b

Compositions of glassy inclusions
Inclusions of glass in plagioclasephenocrysts have
variable and mostly low ratios of Cl/KzO compared to
inclusions in olivine (Rose et al., 1978). These facts
suggestsome efervescenceof Cl during the crystallization of plagioclase.
A plagioclase crystallization model
Two groups of phenocrysts
My interpretation of the mechanism of growth and
origin of zoning of the Fuego plagioclasesadopts a
dynamical body of magma in which crystals can have
variablephysical/chemical
histories,basedon the following facts and ideas.
Two groupsof phenocrystsare definedon the basisof
the numbersof zones on grains (Fig. l5). The division
made on this basis is supported by different correlation
groups(group I = Fie. 14,group 2: Fig. l3). Each group
includesboth platy crystalswith patchy-zonedcoresand
prismatic crystals with non-oscillatoryzoned subround
cores. The Fuego magmabody may have received two
injections of magma which contained non-oscillatory
zonedplagioclasecrystals.Becausethere are no regions
on the group I crystals (more than 140 zones, Fig. la)
which are comparable to the prominent patchy-zoned
regionsand coresofthe group 2 crystalsat zonenumbers
near 25 and 50 (Fig. l3), the two groups of phenocrysts
may have grown in different parts of the magma body.

Fig. I l. Correlation of bright bands between alternate faces
of the {l l0} form on crystal 2-9. The rim of the crystal is near the
top of both photographs(2-9a and 2-9b). The correlated bands
are numbered inward from the sodic rim (about An75) of the
crystal. About half of the zonescan be easilycorrelated.

environmentwhich was either physically more stableor
chemically more uniform than for the zoned exteriors.
The subround shapes of most of the cores probably
N on-oscillat ory zoned c o r es
reflect partial resolution before the oscillatory zoned rims
The non-oscillatoryzoned cores of many plagioclase began to grow. Partial resorption could be caused by
phenocrystsare relatively calcic, and commonly subhe- decompressionof a system undersaturatedwith H2O
dral, subequantand subround in shape. The lack of
vapor, addition of H2O or heating(as by falling into or
oscillatory zoning in the cores may reflect growth in an mixing with hot magma).
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i41

2-9A

2-98

2-g.Therimsofthecrystalarenearthe
Fig. 12. Correlationsofbandsbetween{110}and{201}formsonoppositeendsofcrystal
uppermarginsofthe photographs.Somebandsare more curvy on {ll0} than on {201}.

Patchy-zoned regions
The featuresof patchy-zonedregionssuggestiveof or
consistentwith relativelylarge supersaturationof plagioclase are: (l) the composition of patchy-zonedregions
commonly is more sodic than the adjacent oscillatory
zoned regions. (2) Most patchy-zonedregions have an
irregular outer margin suggestiveof cellular growth. (3)
Most patchy-zonedregions are thicker at the corners
betweenprincipal crystal forms than inwardlyingoscillatory zones.(4) Patchy-zonedregionsare rich in inclusions
of gas and glass. (5) Patchy-zonedregions form subeuhedralplaty cores of most phenocrystssuggestingthat
homogeneousnucleationis associatedwith the develop-

ment of patchy-zonedregions.These featuresare interpretedmore fully below.
For a given melt composition,supercoolingcorrelates
positively with sodium content of the plagioclase(Lofgren, I974a,b).Cellular growth morphologyis suggested
by (2) and (4) above and is typical of rapid growth rates
and larger supercooling than faceted growth (Lofgren,
1974b;Kirkpatrick, 1975).Corner growth ((3) above) is
favoredduringrapid growth becausesharpcorners"see"
more liquid within a small distance than do flat faces.
Inclusionsof glassare consistentwith resorption,as well
as cellular growth (Vance, 1965).Resorptionis not consistent.however,with either the euhedralinner boundary
of many patchy-zonedregions or the paucity of flat
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oscillatoryzoneswithin the patchy-zonedregion.Resorption, like etching, proceeds preferentially along lattice
defects and tends to produce an irregular, vermicular
border on a subround rather than euhedral core. The
zones which are present within patchy-zoned regions
have sinuousoutlines subparallelto the walls of inclusions indicating a constructional origin related to the
inclusions rather than a relic of destructive resorption. I
conclude that the patchy-zoned regions grew during episodesof greater supersaturationand faster crystal growth
than the oscillatoryzoned portions of the phenocrysts.
The following attributes suggestor are consistent with
the presence of bubbles of vapor in the melt during
growth of the patchy-zonedregions:(1) inclusionsof gas
are presentwithin the patchy-zonedregions.Commonly
the largest inclusions of gas are located adjacent to the
inner boundary of the p4tchy-zoned region (Fie. 9). (2)
The greater modal abundance of plagioclase in the first
pulseof the eruption(Roseet al., 1978)can be explained
by rafting ofgrains by attachedbubbles. (3) The variation
in CUK2Oratio for inclusionsof glass in plagioclaseis
consistentwith degassing(Roseet al., 1978).
Probablythe preferredlocation of gas bubblesagainst
the inner margin of patchy-zonedregions is best explainedby initial nucleationon the surfaceofthe rapidly
growing crystal of plagioclasebecauseof an enhanced
concentrationof H2O in the melt next to plagioclasefrom
which it is rejected. Possibly the growth of the patchyzoned regions was accompaniedby acceleratedeffervescence of the magma,perhapscausedby comparatively
rapid decompression.
Discontinuouszones, many of which lie inward and
adjacentto somepatchy-zonedregions(Fig. 10, and see
p. 1l), possiblymark an intermediateconditionof supersaturation whereby zones start growth faster than they
completegrowth. The bright bandstypical of discontinuous zonesare consistentwith greaterthan averagesupersaturation if supersaturationand composition are related
as found by Lofgren (1947b).

Curvy zones are uncommon and generally succeeded
outwards by within five or fewer zones by flat zones
consistentwith a stableinterfacewithout runawaybumps
projecting into a strongly supersaturatedregion beyond a
boundary layer (Sekerka, 1973).
Vapor saturation. The textural position of oscillatory
zoned regions outside of and between patchy-zoned regionsand the continuousdeclinein CllKzO with increasing K2O in melt inclusionsare consistentwith the presence of gas during growth of both kinds of regions,
becauseonce vapor saturationis attainedan increasein
pressureis requiredifit is to be redissolved.Probablythe
rate of generation of gas was less during growth of
oscillatory zones than during growth of patchy-zoned
regions;however,repeatedincreasesas well as decreases
in pressurecannotbe ruled out for crystalswithin dynamical bodiesof magma.
Periodic changes in supersaturation, Regions of
patchy-zoning(including correlative incomplete zones
and irregular zones) occur preferentially at or near zone
numbers25 and 50 (Fig. 13).The supersaturation
of many
crystals apparently went through a maximum at about
zone 50 and again at about zone 25. Shortly after zone I
formed the crystalswere extruded.Thus major eventsin
the growth of the plagioclasephenocrystsoccurred at
subequalintervals correspondingto about 25 oscillatory
zones.
The origin of periodic changes in supersaturation is
speculativeand rests on auxilliary geologicaland volcanologicaldata.The outer sodicrim may be relatedin time
to the onset of eruptive outgassingand quenchingwhich
probablyoccurredon October 10,when the first eruption
of steam occurred (Rose et aI., 1978\.October 10, 1974
was close to the fortnightly minimun (neap tide). The
eruption times of Fuego correspondedto semidiurnal
minimaduring the 1974eruption(Martin and Rose, l98l).
The eruptive behavior of Ngaruhoe is similar to Fuego
and correlates with fortnightly minima (Michael and
Christoffel,1975).The descentofthe Fernandinacaldera
floor occurred at 6 hour tidally correlated intervals (FilO scillat ory -zoned r egions
son et al., 1973).Tidal oscillationsof Halemaumaulava
The evidencebearingon the mechanismof oscillatory lake occurredin l9l9 (Shimozuruand Nakagawa, 1969).
zoning can be put in three categories:(1) textural evi- Extrusionand seismicitycorrelatewith tidesfor the Islas
dencefor growth influenced by surfaceattachment kinet- Quemadasdome in 1879-1880(Golombeck and Carr,
ics; (2) textural and compositionalevidencefor growth 1978).Other similarcorrelationshavebeennotedin other
during vapor-saturateddecompressionand therefore as- regions by Mauk and Johnston (1973) and Mauk and
cendingmotion of magma;and (3) textural evidencefor Kienle (1973).In short, tidal stressesappearto play a role
periodic changesin supersaturation.The evidence for in the rise and fall of material in volcanic regions. It is
eachof the above is presentedin sequencebelow.
reasonable therefore to associate the 25 zone interval
Surface attachment kinetics. Growth influenced by betweenthe outer rim and the first major patchy-zonedor
surface attachment kinetics is suggestedby three fea- disturbedregion with the 28 tides in a fortnight. Possibly
tures. Individual zonesare thicker where curvy or irratio- each twice daily low tide triggers increments of magma
nal as expectedaccordingto the relationsbetween sur- ascent leading to definition of a zone. On or near the
face roughness and the rate of interface attachment forthnightly minimum solid-earthtide, somemagmamay
(Hartman, 1973;Kirkpatrick, 1975).Individual zonesare sprint upwards resulting in relatively large supersaturathinneston (010)consistentwith Dowty's (1976)predic- tion and consequent transition to patchy-zoned growth
tion based on surface morphological considerations. and nucleation of patchy-zoned cores of crystals.
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body of magma. If the magma had negligible H2O dissolved in it after the event of supersaturation, then a
of about 100atmosphereswould sumceto
decompression
provide the undercooling (compare the effect of Ps,6 on
plagioclase-outcurves for andesitic liquids by Eggler'
1972andSekine etal.,1979). If300 atmospheresofHzO
pressure remain after decompressive supersaturation
of about200atmosphereswould be
then a decompression
are close to seismicestimatesof
figures
required.These
the short term strength of rocks and plausibly relate to
initial rupturing of the conduit to the surface on October
10, 1974when the first major steam blast of the 1974
eruption occurred. A hypothetical pulse of effervescent
that possiblyled to the abruptdecreasein
decompression
An recordedby the sodic rims may have been comparable
to thosewhich possiblyled to much sinallerdecreasesin
An recordedby the patchy-zonedregions.

Fig. 15. Frequencyof grains accordingto number of
oscillatoryzones.The 21 best etchedgrainsare shownwith
pattern.Total distributionof 52 bestandfairly etchedgrainsis
grainswith 140
shownwithoutpattern.Two groupsarepresent:
to 200zones(groupl) andgrainswith 100or fewerzones(group A dynamical model for the origin
2).Thecurvesshowthecumulative
numbers
ofgrainsin thetwo of oscillatory zones
groupswith decreasing
numbers
of zones:N; : groupI, Nz :
group2. Thescalefor thehistogram
is at left andthescalefor the
Oscillatory variations of composition evident in the
cumulative
curvesis at right.
phenocrysts of plagioclasefrom Fuego seem to rule out
iquilibrium causes of oscillatory growth, because the
equilibriumcompositionis so insensitiveto both pressure
Sodic rims
(0.5% Anll000atm, Lindsley, 1968,and seediscussionby
Virtually all of the phenocrystsof plagioclasehave Pringleet al.,1974),H2O(l% An/1000atm-Yoder et al'
similarly thick rims (on {201}about 20 pm) with about 10 1957;Johannes,1978),and temperature(l%/l0"C-Kudo
percent more albite component than the adjacent interior
and Weill, 1970; Drake, 1976)-Consequently'unlikely
(An75comparedto Anes).Assuming that the effect of non- changesin these parametersare implied by the more than
equilibriumundercoolingon compositionfound by Lof200 zones with an average of about l%o An or more
(1974b)
generalized
gren
to
for plagioclasemelts can be
change of composition within zones (see Anderson,
basaltic melts a supersaturationequivalent to an under1983).
cooling of about 40"C is implied. At such undercoolings
Although compositionis not sensitiveto supercooling
Lofgren (1974b)found a transition to skeletalmorphology either (about 2-37o Anll}'C, Lofgren' 1974b; Loomis'
consistentwith the edgethickeningand reentrantthinning personalcommunication,1982)concentrationgradients
evident for the sodic rims. Johannes(1978, 1980)has may amplify the effects. Variations in supersaturationare
shown that the equilibrium plagioclasecomposition is
indicated by the variable growth modes: oscillatory and
patchy zoning. Furthermore, some instancesof oscillasensitiveto the SiO2contentof the melt. Inasmuchas the
residual liquid from which the sodic rims crystallized tory zoning seemrelated to motion of magma(Anderson'
differs from the pure plagioclase plus H2O system (the
1981;Andersonet al., 1982).The presenceofroughly 25
liquid has substantialnormativeqz, for example),it may
zones between patchy-zonedregions suggeststhat oscilbe anticipated that the relations between plagioclase latory zones on Fuego's phenocrysts may be tidally
composition and undercooling of the actual melt will
triggered.Consequently,it seemsplausible to seek an
differ from those found by Lofgren. Although it is not
explanation of oscillatory zones connected with variable
possible to predict the actual relations in the natural
motion and supersaturationin the melt'
The idea advancedhere is that pulsesof motion within
magma, it is worthwhile to pursue the implications of
knowledge
a
body a magma result in a rearrangement of nearby
Lofgren's results in order to show how such
crystalsas a consequenceofviscous shearpast a stationcould be petrologically useful. The key idea is that an
ary wall such as the wall of a dike. As a result of the shear
abrupt changein plagioclasecomposition can be taken as
each crystal is brought into a slightly new environment
a measure of an impulse of supersaturationwhether by
where it must compete with newly arranged crystal
sudden cooling or loss of H2O. The latter process is
pressuredependent:the sameloss ofH2O at low pressure neighbors.During the shearpulse preexistinggradientsof
composition associated with the individual crystals are
results in a larger supersaturationthan if it occurred at
(supersaturation)
caused distorted and on the averagethe melt near each crystal is
higher pressure.Undercooling
compositionally replenished.After the shear-pulseaccelby loss of H2O seems more likely in the case of Fuego
erated growth of relatively Ca-rich plagioclase occurs
than a suddenand uniform thermal chilling of the whole
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becausethe replenishedmelt is richer in Ca and more
supersaturated.
The above model introduces an extrinsic dynamical
mechanismto account for changesin either the rate of
growth or the compositionof new growth or both. The
mechanismconsistsof pulsesof shearingmotion through_
out the magma as suggestedby precursory seismicity,
eruptiveepisodicityand repetitiousand partially correlative zoning textures of coextruded phenocrysts. The
concept of concentrationgradientsin the melt next to
growing crystals is adopted from earlier workers (see
Bottingaet al., 1966;and Smith, 1974forreviews;Hasse
et al., 1980;Allegreet al., l98l; Lasaga,l9gl, l9g2 for
recent treatments).The shear pulse mechanismdiffers
both from the extrinsic dynamicalmechanismsproposed
by early workers (e.g., paliuc, 1932)andfrom the intrin_
sic dynamicalmechanismproposedrecently by Loomis
(1981).The early dynamical mechanismswhich relied
upon changesin pressure(or water pressure)and tem_
perature in an equilibrium context (for example see
Pringle et al., 1974)seem not feasiblefor micron-thick
oscillatory zones in view of their large number and
compositionalamplitude. Loomis' (l9gl) mechanismof
intrinsic face-specificfluid motion and the various static
diffusionalmechanismsare grain-specific;consequently,
grain-to-graincorrelations of zones would be largely
accidental.In view of the imperfectgrain-to-graincorre_
lations a processwith both a grain specificas well as a
general or common aspect seemsrequired. The shear_
pulsemechanismis generalbut hasa grain-specificaspect
which arisesbecausenon-uniformlydistributed crystals
will develop geometricallydistinct concentrationgradi_
ents around individual crystals.
Loomis (1981)consideredit possiblethat melt nexr to a
growing crystal face might move in responseto local
composition-related
gradientsof density.He followed the
treatmentof this problemby Shaw(1974)who considered
the velocity of fluid flow in a boundary layer next to a
vertical wall of solidifyingmagma.In exploringthe same
approach I adopted the following values of various properties: length of crystal edge (l mm), viscosity (710
poise),density (2.39 gmlcm3),effect of crystallizationof
plagioclaseon melt density
/

I o.oo:
\

t

ap\

n AAnT

and diffusivity of anorthite (9 x 10-6 cm3/sec)for the
crystallizing Fuego basaltic melt with 3 wt.Vo H2O at
1020'C.Two notable results are: (l) as also found by
Loomis, a significantmaximum velocity of melt movement is predictedto occur near a growing crystal edge.I
estimatedthis to be 30 pm per day if a 2 pm thick layer of
plagioclase is extracted from the intergranular melt at
l0Vo cry stallization, becausethe appropriate formulation
of the non-dimensionaldensity changeterm in the Rayleigh number is

-l -d-oa f
pdf
where f refers to the fraction of liquid remaining. In the
calculation a 2 p,m layer of new plagioclasecorresponds
to a Af of 6 x l0-5. Thus the liquid nearto the crystalface
is predicted to move faster than the crystal face is
advancing.(2) The boundarylayer in which movementis
calculatedto occur is predicted to be thicker than the
distance between crystals, however. This is a consequence of the Rayleigh number being less than unity
(about 0.06). The physical significanceof this result
seems to be that motion of the liquid near a growing
crystal cannot occur without cooperationfrom neighboring crystals. In this case the viscosity is inappropriate,
becausesuspensionshave larger viscosity and probably
are non-Newtonian.Thus a yield stresswould needto be
considered.I do not know how to handlesucha complex
problem but consider it likely that boundary layer melt
next to growing crystals in a Fuego-like magmawill move
much slower than the 30 p.mldaypredictedrate because
ofthe distributeddragrelatedto the neighboringcrystals.
The feasibility of extrinsicallyforced motions remains
to be evaluated.There are two parts to the problem: (l)
what will be the distance range of crystallization-related
gradientsof composition?(2) Will externallyforced motions sufficiently reorganize the gradients?The range of
compositiongradientsis at least a millimeter if the time
betweensuccessivegrowth zones is of order 40,000sec
(12hours)and ifthe gradientdevelopsor relaxesapproximately in accordancewith the model of diffusion from a
semi-infinitesheetwith a boundarycompositionfixed by
equilibriumwith the crystal face (following Burton et al.,
1953, and Lasaga, l98l). If there is an initially large
concentration change for melt near the growing crystal,
then the crystal grows fast for a short time and subsequently the concentration gradient largely relaxes before
new growth begins.The distanceout to which the gradient reachesdependsmainly on the time betweengrowth
sprints and the diffusivity. In roughly 12 hours time the
gradient reachesalmost halfway to the neighboring crystal. As a consequenceof the dimensionof the gradient
approximating the length of the crystals and the halfdistancebetweenthem, a shearingmotion of about
t:Al

I

will easily deform the region in which the gradient has
half or more of its rnaximumvalue after 40,000seconds.
The above analysisdoes not validate the shear pulse
notion, however.This is becauseit is not known whether
the distortionofthe concenrrationgradientsby the hypothetical shear pulse is a significant perturbation of the
system. If growth is initially rapid (5 to l0 times the
averagerate), then the initial gradientsassociatedwith
growth will be much larger than those remaining after
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40,(X)0secondsof relaxation. Further destruction of the
gradients by shearing motion would then seem to be of
little consequence.
Ifthe growth rate variesonly by afew
percent as zones develop, then the shearing motions
would be the major perturbations of the concentration
gradients. The small variations in zone thickness from
face-to-face,unzoned growth and the rarity of incomplete
zones seem to me to be more consistentwith the latter
view. Accordingly, I think it is reasonableto suggestthat
tidally-triggered pulses of shearing motion in an ascending magma modulate oscillatory growth by periodically
reorganizing weak gradients of composition associated
with the growing crystals.
Finally we may ask: Is the accumulated shearing motion implied by 200 zones on some crystals consistent
with the probable ascent of Fuego's magma?The thickness of Fuego's near surfacefeeding dike or conduit is
probably less than about 20 meters (Rose et al., 1978).
The total upward transport probably is at least 5 kilometers (Roseet al., 1978,and Harris, 1979).The total shear
thus may be of the order of 5000/20or 250. If there are
some2fi) pulsesthen the shearper pulseis of order unity.
Because the crystals are about as far apart as they are
large (Fig. 16), an average pulse with unit shear would
place each crystal in the vicinity of a new neighbor, as
impliedby the model.If the shearwere only 0.1 per pulse,
it would be difficult to see how the motion would significantly perturb the boundary layer around an individual
crystal.
There are several ways in which tidal stressesmight
trigger the ascentof magma.Tidal stressescould acceler-
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ate the propagationofcracks. Tidal stressescould trigger
the fall of calderas (Filson et al., 1973\ and other large
blocks of crust into chambersof magmathereby displacing magmaupward along conduits. Tidal stressescould
trigger the accumulation or redistribution of tectonic
stressin the vicinity of magmareservoirs thereby forcing
magmatoward the surface. Thus, the source of energy to
move the magma upwards against gravity could be its
own buoyancy,the potential energy offalling blocks, or
stored tectonic strain.
Summary of plagioclas e crystallization
It is possible to infer a crude history of the nucleation
and growth of the plagioclase phenocrysts, if it is assumedthat the outermostzone (zone l) on eachcrystalis
contemporaneous and the other zones measure time
similarly on all crystals. Thus the crystals with the largest
numberof zonesare assumedto have beenin the magma
longest and the crystals with patchy-zoned cores and
smaller numbers of zones are assumedto have nucleated
later, closer in time to extrusion.The relative numberof
crystals with various total numbers of zones is taken to
reveal the increase in the accumulated number (n) of
crystals per cm3of magmaas a function of time (decreasing zone number).
It is important to stressthat time is measuredbackward
with zone number. This was the only effective way to
proceed,becausethe most justifiable assumptionis that
the rims of all crystals are coeval.
A simple model was adopted to compute relations
between the crystal size (a), spacing (l), and number
density (n) and the total crystal fraction (f). According to
the model the magma contains regularly spaced cubical
grains which vary in size and proportion with time (zone
number) as indicated by observedproportions of crystals
with variousnumbersofzones and sizes.Zonesare taken
to be equally thick on all grains.The equationsare:

f:'.,:.,(",-)'.(;)'
(l)

f=na3

Z o n eN u m b e r
Fig. 16.Summarymodelof crystallizationof plagioclase
in the
Fuego high alumina basalt of October 14, 1974.Plotted with
respectto zone numberare the temperature(7), water pressure
(Pn.o), averagedistancebetween the surfacesof neighboring
crystals (/), the number of crystals per cm (n) and the volume
fraction of plagioclasein the magma (f).
The curves for l, n and f are schematicbut basedon data given
in Fig. 15. Seetext for details.

(2)

The results were obtained by combining increments of
crystallization due to the large crystals with more than
140zonesand increments due to crystals with fewer than
100 zones. The results rely on the data presented in
Figure 15 for 52 grains of plagioclase and on a final
fraction of plagioclasein the magmaat extrusion of 0.3 as
measuredin large tapilli, a crystal edge of 0.02 cm for
both the non-oscillatory zoned cores ofthe large crystals
and the patchy-zonedcoresofthe other crystals,and 0.06
cm and 0.05 cm for the final cubical edgesof big crystals
and the averagecrystal.
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The modeled values of the various parametersare
depictedin Figure 16.The curvesare schematicin detail,
becausevalues were calculated for large intervals of
zones correspondingto Figure 15. Various kinks in the
curves reflect an attempt to portray bursts of nucleation
and growth of patchy-zonedmaterial. As crystallization
increasesfrom zone200to zone l, the volumefraction of
plagioclase(0 in the void-freemagmaincreasesfrom 0 to
0.3 in a crudely exponential way reflecting both the
increasednumber(n) ofcrystals and their increasedsize.
This is the expectedresult of the model which assumes
equalthicknessfor successivezones.The areaof crystal
surfaceincreasesexponentiallywith crystalgrowth and is
further augmentedby additional nucleation. Thus the
modeledincrementof total crystallizationcorresponding
to zone 40 (for example)is more than twice that corresponding to zone 100. Average zone thickness does
decreaseslightly toward the rim of many crystals(Figs. 7
and 8), but the increasingtotal surfacearea due to the
increasein the numberdensity of crystalsis so large that
a general increase in total crystallization per zone is
probablewith progressivecrystallization,if the assumption of contemporaneityof zonesis roughly correct.
The average size of the phenocrystsof plagioclase
increasesirregularlywith crystallizationfrom 0.02 cm to
0.05cm. It shouldbe recognizedthat there is no requirement that the averagegrain size increasewith crystallization. A largeproportion of small,late grown grainswould
result in a decreasein averagegrain size. Many small
crystals are indeed present but these are consideredto
constitutea separatemicrophenocrystpopulationcoeval
with the sodic rims on the phenocrysts.It should be
recalled,however, that the ash sampleis air winnowed;
consequentlyphenocrystssmaller than about 0.05 cm
may be underrepresented
in the sample.It is nevertheless
the casethat, for the populationof 52 crystals,the grain
size increaseswith an'increasingproportion of crystals
with fewer than 100zones.This relationis a consequence
of the initial growth of patchy-zonedcores which constitute the bulk of the grains. It seemslikely that crystals
with relatively few zones have comparatively large
patchy-zonedcores;however, the possibleefect of winnowing on this relation also needsmore study.
Accompanying crystallization of the Fuego plagioclaseswere probablechangesin temperatureand water
pressure. The curves plotted on Figure 16 although
constrainedby various facts are schematicand are intended primarily to convey the idea of pulses of nucleation and patchy-zoned crystallization (and temporary
storageof releasedlatent heat) associatedwith episodes
of rapid decompression(and H2O efervescence).The
curvesare roughly self-consistent.
For examplea burst of
crystallizationof 5 percent correspondsto a releaseof
latent heat of about
80 cal/gm x

.05 gm
gm

or 4 caVgm of magma yielding a warming of less than
about
cal
4 -102
gm

callgm'

or 20oC.(A small but uncertainfraction of the released
latent heat is consumed by the effervescenceprocess
[Harris, 1980,l98l]). With crystallization,transitory increasesin temperatureare assumedto associatewith
abrupt decreasesin Ps.6 and increasesin fraction of
plagioclase(0. The initial and final temperaturesfor the
Fuego magma are based on olivine/glasscompositional
data evaluated in the light of data by Roeder (1974),
Andersonand Sans (1975),and Yoder and Tilley (1962)
and explainedby Rose et al. (1978).The maximum pH,s
is based on Harris' (1980)results, and the minimum is
assumedto be I atm. I assumedthat a given decreasein
Ps"e would yield a greaterfraction of crystallizationand
heatingat lower pressuresthan at higher pressures,but
madeno attempt to scalethe relationsin view of particular experimentalmeltingcurves.The essentialfeaturesof
Figure 16 are the generaltrends and the existenceof at
least three separatekinks correspondingto bursts of
patchy-zonedgrowth. Thesemay be relatedto the zoned
crystal sketchedin Figure 16. I think it is likely that the
bursts of patchy-zonedplagioclasereflect tidally triggered accelerationof ascent,but this is not an essential
feature of Figure 16.
For the Fuego phenocryststhe transition from nonoscillatoryzonedcores with round cornersto oscillatory
and patchy-zonedregionsis plausiblyrelatedto the initial
transfer of a small portion of magma from a large body
with suspendedcrystals of non-oscillatoryzoned plagioclase upwards into a thin conduit with concomittant
roundingof cornersby resorptioncausedby decompression of a hydrous magmanot saturatedwith a H2O-rich
gas(Fig. 16).Subsequentlywith pulsedascentwithin the
thin conduit crystals plausibly grew oscillatory zones as
pulsesof upward motion shearedthe crystals past each
other and deformedtheir compositionalboundarylayer of
surrounding melt. Finally the largely degassedFuego
magmastiffened,fractured and lost a final burst of gas
(probablyon or about October 10,1974)prior to eruption
yieldinga large supersaturationand consequentcrystallization of sodic rims and microphenocrystswhich have
barely discernibleoscillatoryzones.Increasein gaspressure caused by the microphenocryst crystallization
openedthe vent and blew out the upperpart ofthe magma
body on October 14, 1978.In my model the oscillatory
zoning of the plagioclasephenocrystsis related to the
dynamicalascentof the magmain a way that is suggested
by volcanological,textural, mineralogicaland glassinclusion data.
Conclusions
My principal conclusionis as follows: the I /rm thick
oscillatory zones on the Fuego plagioclaseprobably are
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like the ticks of a clock. Various textural and compositional features provide circumstantial evidence supporting a triggered mechanism for the clock: pulses of motion
modulate growth. Growth is rate limited by interface
attachment kinetics and yields concentration gradients in
the melt which result in decreasing An outward within
each zone. Reading the zones as ticks of a clock faces the
problem that not all forms of the crystal tick at the same
rate, but several fast growing forms ({201}, {110}, {lT0})
tick at about the same rate. Development of I pm thick
zones on the Fuego plagioclase appears restricted to
growth rates less than those for patchy zoning (interface
instability) and greater than those for the non-oscillatoryzoned interiors of grains. The interpretation is that the
Fuego plagioclase grew at linear rates of0.2 to 25 pm per
day, consistent with the notion that most I pm scale
zones on fast growing forms reflect tidally triggered
pulses of shearing motion within the magma.
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